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Abstract
The goal of the CoSy project is to create cognitive robots to serve as a testbed of theories on how
humans work [13], and to identify problems and techniques relevant to producing general-purpose humanlike domestic robots. Given the constraints on the resources available at the robot’s disposal and the
complexity of the tasks that the robot has to execute during cognitive interactions with other agents or
humans, it is essential that the robot perform just those tasks that are necessary for it to achieve its goal.
In this paper we describe our attempts at creating such a system that enables a mobile robot to plan its
information processing and sensing actions. We build on an existing planning framework, which is based
on Continual Planning [3]. Continual planning combines planning, plan execution and plan monitoring.
Unlike classical planning approaches, here it is not necessary to model all contingencies in advance – the
agent acts as soon as it has a feasible plan, in an attempt to gather more information that would help
resolve the uncertainty on the rest of the plan. We describe how the system addresses challenges such
as state representation, conflict resolution and uncertainty. A few experimental results are provided to
highlight both the advantages and disadvantages of the current approach, and to motivate directions of
further research. All algorithms are implemented and tested in the playmate scenario.
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1

Introduction

We want to understand how to build robots that are able to perform well on a variety of tasks in a given
domain. Such tasks might require the ability to have dialogues with a human about the objects in a scene,
to grasp these objects, to identify groups of objects and to understand their spatial relations. Even if we
ignore other modalities and just consider the range of visual abilities required to perform these tasks it is
formidable. To be truly flexible a robot must be able to construct representations of a wide variety of aspects
of the visual scene. To do this it might need the ability to find where objects are, what their shape is, to
identify them, to categorise them, to identify grasp points, to recognise faces, to track moving objects, and
to predict what will happen next in a changing scene. But each of these visual tasks is hard in itself, and
creating a system that constructs a model of the world containing information about all these quantities is
not only beyond our abilities as of today, but in the opinion of some researchers will remain so permanently.
It is not realistic to suggest that we would build a system that would, regardless of its task, extract all these
pieces of information from even a small area of the visual scene. In fact there is plenty of evidence that
at least some visual processing in humans and other primates is performed selectively. The idea of visual
attention, that only certain areas of the scene are processed, is a familiar one. Slightly less familiar is the
idea that a machine performing visual processing might also make choices about the precise processing to be
done on each area of the scene. An idea with a growing body of evidence from both animals and robots is
that vision can be made more effective by tailoring it to the task. It is not yet clear how this process works
in humans. In robotics it is usually the case that the human designer hand crafts visual routines for the
robots so that it has a task specific, and limited range of visual abilities. In this paper we ask how visual
sensing (where to look) and visual processing (what to look for) could be planned jointly. In other words,
how, given a task, a robot could infer what visual processing, of which areas of the scene, should be executed.
This is what we refer to as an example of joint planning of sensing and sensory processing. The framework
we shall outline here is tentative, and frankly at this stage it is also rather rudimentary. Our first foray into
this area is to think about how we can pose the problem as a symbolic planning problem. We are not the
first to attempt this. Our approach, does however have some novel aspects. First, we look at how, for some
fairly simple visual tasks, the planner can reason explicitly about the change that the visual processing will
induce upon its knowledge or belief state. Second we try to pose the problem in terms of continual planning
as a way of dealing with the fact that the outcome of any visual processing is uncertain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we begin with a specification of the problem in terms of a
specific scenario involving a visual scene and various queries about it that a visual system might be asked to
run (Section 2). We then constrain this by giving an overview of the cognitive architecture schema that forms
the basis of all our work and experimentation (Section 3). This architecture schema significantly constrains
and influences how we will pose the planning problem. Section 4 briefly outlines some approaches that
could be employed. The background information on the baseline planning approach (continual planning)
that we build on is provided in Section 5. We then show how some visual operators with relatively simple
epistemic effects can modelled using planning operators (Section 6). After a brief description of related work
(Section 7), Section 8 summarizes the work, and discusses what we see as the drawbacks of the proposed
approach. At the end we will argue that while posing the problem in this form is a necessary first step, that
explicit reasoning about the uncertain outcomes of visual processing (using probabilistic models and decision
theoretic planning techniques) may be a worthwhile alternative.

2

The Problem: Planning of Sensing and Sensory Processing

Consider the scene in Figure 1. To reduce the scope of our problem to something conceivable, consider
the types of visual operations that the robot would need to perform to answer a variety of questions that
a human might ask it about the scene: ”is there a blue beaker?”, ”what colour is the box?”, ”how many
objects are there?”. In order to answer these questions, the robot has at its disposal a range of information
processing functions and sensing actions. For instance, it may need to run a particular object recognition
algorithm to recognize certain types of objects, and it may need to look at scene from different viewpoints in
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Figure 1: A picture of the typical table top scenario.
order to resolve occlusions and determine all the components of the scene. But, in any reasonably complex
scenario (such as the one described above), it is not feasible (and definitely not efficient) for the robot to
run all the information processing functions and sensing actions, especially since the cognitive robot system
needs to respond to human queries/commands in real-time. For instance, if the robot knows that there is a
single blue coloured region in its view, and its goal is to find a blue beaker, it is not necessary to run the
beaker-detection algorithm over the entire image. The robot therefore needs some mechanism that enables
an autonomous choice of information processing and sensing actions.
The problem of jointly choosing the appropriate sensing actions and information processing functions
could possibly be addressed by two different approaches: learning and planning 1 . In the learning approach,
the aim would be to have the robot learn the combination of information processing and sensing actions
that is essential to respond to a particular query. In order to do so, the robot would attempt to respond
to queries using different possible combinations of the information processing and sensing actions, and these
combinations would be scored based on the level of success the robot achieves in responding to the query
(possibly even with human feedback). Over several repeated trials, the robot may then converge on a possible
sequence of actions to execute in response to a particular query. Methods such as Reinforcement Learning [24]
would be used to formulate and solve the problem. The main disadvantage of posing the problem entirely
as a learning task is that performing repeated trials on a physical robot is a ’expensive’ operation, which
would involve significant human effort and considerable time, and may not be a feasible endeavour.
In this work we explore the other alternative, i.e. that of enabling the robot to jointly plan its information
processing and sensing actions under different scenarios. The end result is still the same as before: the robot
should be able to choose the best combination of information processing and sensing actions to apply in
response to a human query/command. But instead of learning over repeated trials, we encode the knowledge
of the domain (and the available actions) in the approach and use it to make the choice. For instance, if
the goal is to find the colour of a ’box’, the colours of only those image regions need to be examined, which
have been classified as being a box. Formulating the choice of information processing and sensing actions as
1 The

ability to plan may itself have to be learned but we do not consider that alternative here.
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a planning problem presents a different set of challenges, in terms of the issues that need to be addressed:
an appropriate state representation, conflict resolution (when multiple actions are feasible/suggested) and
planning under uncertainty (when the results of actions are not deterministic). The drawback of this approach
is of course that it may require significant human effort to encode all the domain knowledge relevant to the
task at hand. As we argue towards the end of this paper (Section 8), for a reasonably complex scenario, this
approach may also pose a problem when a newly added information processing or sensing ability interacts
with existing abilities. But planning for information processing and sensing actions is still an open problem,
and we present our approach, based on continual planning [3], in Section 5. Before that, we briefly describe
the cognitive architecture that the planning approach is going to be based on.

3

The System Context: CAS Architecture

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the general architecture of the system that forms the basis
of all our work. Based on the analysis of several possible scenarios, we ended up with three essential
design requirements for the cognitive architecture underlying the robot system: support for concurrent
modular processing, structured management of knowledge, and dynamic control of processing. These are
met by the CoSy Architecture Schema (CAS) [11, 13]. As described in [13], in terms of the terminology
commonly followed while describing cognitive architectures, scenarios are analyzed to arrive at a set of
requirements, which in turn lead to design principles for architectures, expressed in terms of architectural
schemata. Schemata define a design space that contains several specific architectural designs, while a schema
provides the constraints on this design space.

Figure 2: The CoSy Architecture Schema Subarchitecture design schema.
The CAS provides a collection of loosely coupled subarchitectures (SAs), where each SA consists of a
number of processing components (managed and unmanaged) which share information through a working
memory (WM), and a task manager. Figure 2 shows a pictorial representation of the CAS SA design schema,
with the various components. The unmanaged processing components perform simple data processing and
run continuously to push data into the WM, while the managed processing components, which are computa5

tionally expensive and hence run only when necessary, monitor the contents of the WM and suggest possible
processing tasks using the data in the WM. The task manager decides which of the suggested tasks should be
executed, based on the current requirements of the entire system and the computational resources available.
The unmanaged components can therefore be considered as the pre-attentive processes while the managed
components are the post-attentive processes. The goal of this work is to have the robot autonomously choose
the sequence of post-attentive processes to run, such that the desired task is accomplished efficiently.
Each SA’s WM can be accessed (i.e. read) by the any component of any of the other SAs in the system,
but it can be written to only by the processes within the same SA, and by a small number of other privileged
SAs. The privileged SAs components can push instructions into any of the other SAs, resulting in topdown goal creation. In the event of multiple goals within a SA, the task manager mediates between them.
This mixture of top-down and data-driven processing allows the system to readily handle goals that require
coordination within a single SA or across several SAs.
Several other popular cognitive architectures exist, for instance ACT-R [1], SOAR [16] and ICARUS [17],
and are used extensively in information processing tasks, but they are not readily applicable to domains
involving robotic systems. The features that distinguish the CoSy Architecture Schema from the other
cognitive architectures are as follows:
• Most cognitive architectures use a unified representation for all information, while CAS allows specialized representations within each subarchitecture.
• Cognitive architectures typically implement processing units as logical rule-based systems while processing units can be arbitrary processing modules in CAS.
• Most cognitive architectures have mechanisms for learning, while no specific learning mechanism exists
at the schema level in CAS, though learning is very much possible in specific instantiations.
• A key distinguishing feature of CAS is that components run in parallel providing concurrent control
and access to information. Most other cognitive architectures have their components arranged in a
sequential fashion (other than a few exceptions such as [20]), and hence do not allow concurrent access
of information. Even in robotic architectures, parallelism is usually only present at the lower levels of
processing [5].
• Cognitive architectures typically scale up to additional data sources but do not provide an easy means
of adding new components. CAS on the other hand scales out, i.e. new components are easily merged
with existing ones and new tasks are readily tackled.
We have defined several specific systems using this schema, for instance [13], where there are separate
SAs for each of the main modules such as visual information processing, speech processing, navigation,
spatial representation and planning. In addition to a small number of coordinating SAs, there are several
components that operate in parallel to process the information and refine the common representations. To
facilitate experimentation, the CAS has been instantiated in the form of a software toolkit (CAST) [12]
that allows components written in different languages to be combined into CAS instantiations. Functionally
different systems can be readily generated without recompilation or changes to components.
With different SAs interpreting data from a range of sensors, each SA may generate a representation of
the surrounding environment that is distinct from those produced by the other SAs. For instance the same
object may result in different representations in the spatial, visual and communication SAs. In order to have
the information from different SAs to be fused, the different representations need to be merged and bound.
This binding of representations from different SAs is accomplished using a binding subarchitecture.
A binding SA has a WM, which mirrors the contents of all SAs that contain information about concepts
that need to be shared across SAs (for instance an ’object’). The binding SA also has a binder that
maintains the contents of the binding WM by merging the information from different SAs. Based on the
task at hand, the individual candidates are filtered and abstracted away by the binding monitor. When
there are any updates to the contents of the individual WMs, the binder is triggered, causing the binding
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candidates from the individual WMs to be filtered and bound by the binding SA’s binding monitor, resulting
in instance bindings. The monitor typically attempts to perform intra-modular binding so as to remove
domain dependence. A shared language, based on features and relations, has been created to allow other
SAs to communicate with the binding SA. Once an instance binding has been created, it can be used by
any component of the architecture to access the candidates bound by the binding. The binding SA’s WM
provides proxies between all the SAs of the system because the binding candidates may refer back to detailed
representations in the original SA. For more details and an implementation example (with experimental
results) of binding, please refer to [13].
In our work, we have been looking at a particular application scenario for testing our algorithms and
architectural designs: the playmate scenario. The scenario consists of a robot arm mounted on a table-top
setting, where the robot’s task is to observe/manipulate objects that are arranged on the table. The inputs
to the system are through a colour camera mounted on the arm, an external stereo camera that is looking at
the scene (both the arm and the table-top are visible), and through a speech/text-based interaction system
(for interaction with a human observer). The robot can take voice/text commands from the human observer
and either learn representations based on the input, or perform actions in response to (or in order to be able
to respond to) queries. There are therefore several SAs operating in parallel, for instance: visual SA, spatial
SA, manipulation SA, coordination SA, communication SA, planning SA and binding SA. Figure 3 depicts
some of the SAs in our current system. For more details on the specific instantiations, please refer to one of
our recent technical reports [11, 12].

Figure 3: The CoSy Architecture Schema Subarchitecture Instantiations.
The parallelism of component execution is a desirable feature of the architecture. But the extensive
parallelism within the system, and the constraints on computational resources motivate the need for an
efficient choice of information processing and sensing actions. There are several different means available
for planning information processing tasks, depending on the type of architecture used, the manner in which
states and actions are represented, and the scheme used for handling contingencies in the plan. Some of the
more popular methods are Behaviour-based Planning [5], Dynamic Planning [9] and Continual Planning [3].
We briefly discuss the planning alternatives in the next section.
7
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Possible Planning Approaches

One approach to addressing the problem of planning for information processing and sensing actions would
be to use a behaviour-based architecture. The subsumption architecture [5] is an example of such a system.
The motivating principle here is that the representation for information depends on the intended use of the
information. For instance, predicting the behaviour of every part of the system has entirely different modeling
requirements than those required for planning actions on the system given the sensor and actuator constraints.
More specifically, the idea is to decompose complicated behaviours into simple behaviour modules that are in
turn organized into layers. A layer implements a particular behaviour goal of the agent, and the abstraction
increases as we proceed to the higher levels, i.e. higher-level goals subsume those of the lower layers. For
instance, the lowest layer could encode the goal “avoid obstacles” or “follow the wall”, followed by a higher
layer that encodes “explore the environment”, while the topmost layer could have the goal “create a map of
the environment”. The main features can be summarized as follows:
• Behaviour is distributed rather then being centralized, an advantage since it promotes modularity. But
decomposition based on behaviour tasks can quickly lead to systems that are domain-dependent, which
do not generalize across tasks/domains.
• Behaviours and agents are organized in a bottom-up manner, with the lowest layers encoding simple
behaviours and the higher layers encoding complex tasks.
• The response is mostly reflexive, and the representation of sensing and motor actions (and their effects)
is built by performing those actions. There is very little cognitive reasoning involved in the perceptionaction decision making. The representations used in behaviour-based systems are not suitable for
robot systems that perform cognitive tasks, especially those that require a common representation
across different modalities.
• It is not suitable for planning in dynamic environments, especially in environments with non-trivial
complexity. Specifically, if planning requires a search through a space of possible actions, and if the
search cannot be done by executing those physical actions (for instance an intelligent wheelchair trying
to determine the best location to cross a busy road), then the behaviour-based architecture would not
be a valid option.
The simplicity of the action decomposition schemes makes it infeasible to perform one of the fundamental
tasks in cognitive systems with different sensory and actuation modalities: the binding of information across
different modules that refer to the same ’object’. The guiding principle in CAS is that knowledge representation is essential for achieving cognitive abilities. The behaviour-based architecture and the associated
task decomposition is therefore not a popular alternative for cognitive robot systems. It can still be part of
a larger architecture that runs in different modes at different times, delegating simple control tasks to a
behaviour-based subsystem (for instance, wall following behaviour).
In most modern planning methods, especially those that involve cognitive interactions, knowledge/state
representation is an essential feature. Actions not only act on the objects in the scenario but also act on the
representations themselves. For instance, if a red mug is moved from location A to location B, the ’move’
action, in addition to causing the mug to be moved to location B, also changes the robot’s knowledge so that
it knows that the red mug is now in location B, and that location A is now vacant. Actions can therefore
change the knowledge representations by adding/removing certain facts about the world. The challenge is to
represent knowledge in a suitable manner. We would like states to be epistemic in that they refer to a piece
of knowledge, or refer to the conditions appropriate for obtaining/modifying knowledge. Specific examples
of the state/knowledge representation depend on the scenario, and a few examples are provided in Section 5.
Another popular approach is dynamic planning [9]. The good feature of this planning scheme is that
it can cope readily with highly dynamic and unpredictable environments. In addition, unlike classical
planning, dynamic planners only plan a few steps in advance, based on the current knowledge of the state
– in simple/familiar situations or in cases where the costs of the available actions are known, only the next
8

step/action is computed. Such a system automatically requires an appropriate state representation, and
a plan essentially involves composing a sequence of states that would lead the agent to the goal. This
plan could be represented in different ways, for instance simple condition-action rules, finite state machines
(FSMs), and connectionist approaches.
• Condition-action or if-then rules, popularly known as productions, state that if the condition holds, the
corresponding action is to be performed. The conditions are typically boolean while the actions can
involve external (movement, manipulation etc) or internal (state representation) modification. Such
rules can also be organized hierarchically, or they may be organized as decision trees, with a particular
path being traversed depending on the start state and the desired goal state. Conflict resolution between
proposed actions can be solved by different mechanisms, such as preference assignment (SOAR [16])
and relative utility learning (ACT-R [1]).
• Finite State Machines (FSMs) model the transitions between system states as productions. Just one
state of the FSM is active at any given instant, and all possible transitions from this state are evaluated
to pick the valid transition. Such transitions can result in external actions or modifications of internal
state representations. Note that it is possible to represent FSMs using condition-action rules, i.e. FSMs
can also be thought of as imposing a layer of abstraction on the production systems.
• Connectionist approaches such as neural networks have basic units whose input links feed in an abstract
entity, and output links propagate the entity to other links. The units are connected in a layered
structure. Such networks provide smoother behaviour than production rules, allow for adaptation and
inhibition (for conflict resolution). But the development of such networks requires a lot of work on the
part of the designer. In addition the connectionist approaches, especially ones that adapt over time,
can only encode relatively simple behaviour.
For a competent cognitive (robot) agent, for scenarios such as the one described above (Section 2), we need
a planning mechanism that allows for human-understandable state representations, modular task decompositions, and smooth conflict resolutions. None of the methods outlined above satisfy all these requirements. In
the next section, we describe our approach, based on continual planning, for planning information processing
and sensing actions, and discuss how the framework attempts to address these requirements.

5

Continual Planning

Continual planning [3] is based on the understanding that in dynamic, partially observable environments,
it is typically not possible to model all possible contingencies and their probabilities, especially if there are
other agents in the environment. In such situations, “classical” AI planning schemes are not applicable since
they unfortunately require that the planner has complete knowledge of states, and that all changes in the
state of the world are as a result of the actions executed by the planner. Planning in such cases may still be
posed as a contingent, conformant or probabilistic planning task, which though able to deal with incomplete
information and uncertainty, still requires that the plans be guaranteed to succeed under all circumstances.
Continual Planning (CP) is a solution to such problems – it interleaves planning, plan execution and plan
monitoring, and does not make the limiting assumptions inherent in the other methods mentioned above.
Instead of considering all contingencies in advance, an agent in CP executes part of the plan in an attempt
to gather more information, so as to reduce the uncertainty for the rest of the plan. In multiagent domains,
CP is extended to provide Collaborative Continual Planning (CCP). Since we are primarily focusing on the
activities of a single agent (robot) we do not provide further details on the multiagent framework, which is
more significant for other challenges such as speech processing and communication. The underlying principle
is that the agent starts acting as soon as it has a feasible plan, and planning the conditional subplan is delayed
until the agent has enough information to plan the details of the subplan. The main features of CP are:
• Active knowledge gathering: agents’ beliefs and sensing capabilities are modeled as part of the formal
planning domain.
9

• Agents can update their beliefs (their own as well as those of other agents) in three possible ways:
individual sensing, communication, and joint sensing. These three schemes also allow for making
inferences and possibly forming new theories.
• Know-If (KIF) variables can be appended to the state variable description in standard planning frameworks: KIF variables describe whether the state of a variable is known or not.
• A Multiagent Planning Language (MAPL) is introduced, with the planning for actions being performed,
possibly concurrently, by several agents. The MAPL plans are able to interleave action, sensing and
communication, and we use this framework to plan the actions of a single agent. The syntax and
semantics of MAPL are very similar to PDDL [19]. Such a planning system is very much applicable to
robots that have different parts/subsystems that can do different things in parallel, either independently
or collaboratively.
• In order to be able to represent ignorance about facts in addition to propositional truth, multi-valued
state variables (MVSVs) are used instead of simple propositions. One alternative, though we do not
consider it here, would be to have a meta-language, in which it would be possible to state what is and
is not known.
• Actions are modeled as logical rules, they can be executed when the preconditions are satisfied, leading
to the specified effects. Effects include actual physical actions and modifications to the current state
representation.
• In CP, the delayed planning of a conditional subplan, until enough information is available to resolve
contingency, is accomplished through assertions. If the preconditions of an assertion are satisfied they
are expanded and a new planning phase is triggered. The available information is used to replace the
assertion with concrete actions.
• In addition to actions, sensor models are also specified as actions, with a set of preconditions that
specify the circumstances under which the agent can perceive the value of a specific (or set of) state
variable(s).
Though we do not give the complete formal description of continual planning, as mentioned in [3], we
do provide the following definitions. Though all definitions refer to multiagent planning (because the same
formulation is used for work on language/communication), we only have one agent in our experiments.
Definition 1 A multiagent planning domain is a tuple D = (A, V, C, E) consisting of agents A, multivalued state variables V, constants C, and events E. For each state variable v ∈ V, there is a finite domain
domv ⊂ C.
Events e ∈ E have the form e = (a, pre, ef f ) where a ∈ A is the controlling agent, and pre and ef f are partial
variable assignments over VA , the set of state variables associated with with agent, called the preconditions
and effects of e.
The first definition defines a multiagent planning domain in terms of the agents, state variables, the
constants corresponding to the values that the state variables can take, and the events i.e. feasible conditional
plan-steps. These events are different from other events that occur in the environment, without an agent, and
which are not represented in terms of preconditions and effects, though they may influence the preconditions.
Preconditions and effects are modeled in the form of predicates that represent the state/value of the variables
– the system is able to deal with partial variable assignments.
Definition 2 A multiagent planning task for a multiagent planning domain D is a pair T = (I, G) consisting of an initial state I and a goal state G both possibly incomplete and defined over VA .
An asynchronous plan P is a solution to a planning task T = (A, I, G) if G ⊆ res(I, P)
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Definition 2 defines the planning task in terms of the initial and goal states, though the set of available
actions and agents is also an important part of the task since altering that set while keeping the initial and
goal states fixed would define an entirely different planning task. A plan is a solution to this task if the
goal state (G) is a subset of the state reached as a result of applying the plan in the initial state (I), i.e.
(G ⊆ res(I, P)).
Definition 3 An assertion is an action a with a distinguished, non-empty set of preconditions repl(a) ⊆
pre(a), called the replanning conditions. Preconditions p ∈
/ repl(a) are called the ordinary preconditions of
a. If repl(a) = φ then a is an ordinary action. The set of assertions among actions A is denoted by Ar ⊆ A.
Definition 3 states that the assertion is just a special case of an action operator – the replanning conditions
(repl(a)) are similar to the preconditions in Definition 1, i.e. they are predicates on the state variables. But
instead of being executed when the preconditions are satisfied, it is expanded, i.e. it results in re-planning
based on the current state of the world. If there are no replanning conditions (repl(a) = φ), it is a normal
action.
Definition 4 An asynchronous plan P is an assertional solution for a planning task T = (I, G) if (1) P
is a solution to T as in Definition 2, and (2) repl(a) 6⊆ I for all assertions a ∈ P .
The final definition refines Definition 2 to state that in order for a plan to be an assertional solution for
a planning task, the preconditions of all the assertions in the plan should not be satisfied in the initial state
(condition (2) in the definition). We provide one example each of assertions, actions and sensor models – the
syntax is almost identical to PDDL. Though not applicable to our application domain, these examples are
used in other domains within the CoSy framework. For simplicity these examples all refer to the motion of a
agent in a gridworld – each cell is either empty or occupied. The examples corresponding to our application
scenario of sensory processing are provided in the next section (Section 6).
An action that allows an agent to move from its current position in a grid to another empty grid cell:
(:action move
:agent (?a - agent)
:parameters (?c - gridcell)
:variables (?ca - gridcell)
:precondition (and
(occupant ?ca : ?a)
(occupant ?c : empty) )
:effect (and
(occupant ?c : ?a)
(occupant ?ca : empty) )
)

Variable names have the prefix ’ ?’ attached to them, and each variable name is followed by the variable
type. For instance ?c is a variable of type gridcell. The value assignments happen through a colon(’:’) – for
instance (occupant ?c : empty) assigns the value ’empty’ to gridcell ’c’. In the absence of a colon, the entire
predicate is evaluated to the boolean ’true’. Both the preconditions and effects of the action consist of one or
more predicates that evaluate to true or false. In addition, all actions in MAPL have an ’agent’ performing
them (in this case a particular robot). Next, we define a sensor model that states that the occupant of every
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grid cell in sensing distance of the agent, will be perceived by the agent.
(:sensor sense-gridcell
:agent (?a - agent)
:parameters (?c - gridcell)
:variables (?ca - gridcell)
:precondition (and
(occupant ?ca : ?a)
(in-sensing-distance ?ca ?c) )
:sense (occupant ?c)
)

The effect of the sensor model/action is slightly different from that of an action. Instead of changing the
state of the world, it modifies the agent’s belief in terms of its sensing capabilities. Finally, an example of
a move action with an assertion: it just states that an agent will be able to find a plan to reach a grid cell
once it knows whether the grid cell is empty – note the knowIf variable used in the assertion.
(:action move assert
:agent (? pa - planning agent)
:parameters (?a - agent ?c - gridcell)
:variables (?ca - gridcell)
:precondition (and
(occupant ?ca : ?a) )
:replan
(KIF ? pa (occupant ?c) )
:effect (and
(occupant ?c : ?a)
(occupant ?ca : empty) )
)

The KIF predicate distinguishes this action from the move action defined above. The KIF predicate is
used by the agents to question its belief state. If the agents knows that the particular cell it is attempting
to move to is already occupied (in this case by another agent), the current plan, which is using this move
action as one of its steps, cannot lead to the goal, and hence the agent needs to replan. The replanning is
the effect that the assertion is used for.
The continual planning algorithm can be briefly described as follows: first a check is made to determine
whether the current state (or the satisfaction of a replanning condition, i.e. assertion) requires a new plan.
If yes, in order to exploit the power of classical planners, all expandable assertions are removed and a plan
is generated using a classical planner (Axioms-FF [14]). Irrespective of whether a new plan is created, after
executing one step of the plan, the expected perceptions are compared with the observed perceptions (sensor
models are used in this step) to detect failure in action execution if any. Then the old knowledge is fused
with new perceptions and expected changes. The planning is continued until either the goal is reached or
until no valid plan can be generated.

6

Operators and Examples

In this section, we provide an example of planning in the visual space, both for gathering information and for
answering user-defined queries. In order to do so, we first describe some sample queries that we would like
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the robot to be able to answer in the playmate scenario, which we group into categories. We then list a set
of operators (actions) which the robot can use, and define each of the operators in terms of (pre)conditions
under which they can be applied, and the effects they produce when applied. After that we pose some sample
goals for the planning system and describe the steps the planning algorithm proceeds through in order to
achieve those goals (using these operators).

6.1

Sample Queries

Before we describe the operators, we first present the scenario and possible queries that we would like the
robot to be able to answer in this scenario. The operating environment is the same table-top playmate scenario described in Section 3. A robot arm is mounted on a table and is set the task of observing/manipulating
objects (non-transparent solid objects such as boxes, mugs etc) that are arranged on the table. The inputs
to the system are through a colour camera at the tip of the arm, an external stereo camera, and through a
speech/text-based interaction system (for interaction with a human observer). The robot can take voice/text
commands from the human observer and either learn representations based on the input, or perform actions
in response to queries.
The types of queries/commands we would like the system to be able to handle may be grouped as
follows. Note that some of the later categories may in turn require the robot to issue queries/commands
that correspond to the earlier categories.
• Location: Questions on the locations of a particular object, refered to by a label based on the object
or its property. Examples include: where is the red beaker?, where is the mug?
• Type/Property-analysis: Questions/commands that are based on a particular property of an object, or
which compare two objects based on a particular property. Examples include: What is the blue thing
on the table?, What is the colour of the mug?, Is the blue beaker bigger/smaller than the red mug?, Is
there an orange design on the white jug?
• Action-related: Questions/commands that aim to find out if a particular action can be performed on
a given object. This includes questions of the form: Can the red beaker be grasped?, Can the blue jug
be moved to location (x,y)?
• Spatial relationship: Questions/commands that aim to determine/alter the relationships between two
or more objects, both in terms of their location and the values of particular properties. Examples are:
Is the red mug above/below the blue block?, Is the green jug behind/in front of the orange ball?, Move
all red blocks to the right of the black mug.
• Scene analysis: At the highest level, we would like to be able to pose queries such as: What/how many
objects are in view?, Has the collection of objects changed since the last view?, Describe the objects on
the table.
In the playmate scenario with a colour camera and coloured objects in the scene, we next consider the
list the actions (i.e. operators) that the agent (i.e. robot) can use while planning its information processing
for sensing actions. Note that this list is not exhaustive: it is a small set of operators made available as part
of the current version of the CoSy code-base.
• Detecting saliencies/salient points in the image.
• Colour segmenting the image.
• Region property detector – for instance determining the size, colour, shape of an image region.
• Detecting regions-of-interest.
• SIFT [18] operator for object recognition.
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• Camera zoom operator.
• Camera motion to a particular location – for instance to get a better view of a scene.

6.2

Sample Action Operators

Once the possible actions have been determined, we then need to write MAPL action operators for them,
i.e. we need to clearly specify the (pre)conditions under which they can be applied, and the effects produced
on applying them. For example, one common condition for almost all operators is that they should not
be applied on a scene (or image) if they have already been applied, unless the scene (image) has changed.
Another common feature in almost all operators is that if the result of applying that operator is already
true, it triggers a re-planning operation.
1. The saliency detector can be applied if there has been a change in the scene since the last time the
operator was applied, and if the operator has not been applied already. The result of application of the
operator is that the salient points have been detected in the image. Note that we distinguish between
’image’ and ’scene’ because several images are captured continuously of the same scene. As expected,
if the result of the operation is already true (in this case the salient points in the image have already
been detected), it is worth re-planning.
(:action saliencyDetector
:agent (?a - robot)
:parameters (?img - image)
:precondition (and
(changeDetected true)
(applied-saliencyDetector false) )
:replan
(exists-salientPoints ?img true)
:effect (and
(applied-saliencyDetector true)
(exists-salientPoints ?img true) )
)

2. The colour segmentation operator, which is also defined in a similar fashion.
(:action colourSegmentor
:agent (?a - robot)
:parameters (?img - image)
:precondition (and
(changeDetected true)
(applied-colourSegmentor false) )
:replan
(exists-segmentedRegions ?img true)
:effect (and
(applied-colourSegmentor true)
(exists-segmentedRegions ?img true) )
)
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3. In both the above-mentioned actions, we use the changeDetected flag. The change detection routine
is one of the very few routines that runs continuously on the input images (i.e. on each image). As
soon as a change is detected in the image, based on background subtraction and image histograms,
the corresponding flags are set/reset appropriately. For example, for the above two operators, it would
involve reset the two flags:
(applied − saliencyDetectorf alse)
(applied − colourSegmentorf alse)

4. A SIFT operator for detecting objects from visual regions obtained from colour-segmenting input
images. Note that this is a domain-specific representation in that the SIFT operator can be applied on
the entire image as well; we use colour regions because the current vision implementation in the CoSy
system uses colour as one of the main features. This operator works on visual regions and assumes
that a SIFT representation for this object type has been trained in advance.
(:action siftDetector
:agent (?a - robot)
:parameters (?vr - visRegion ?objT - objectType)
:precondition (and
(trained-siftDetector ?objT true)
(not (applied-siftDetector ?vr ?objT) ) )
:replan
(containsObject ?vr ?objT)
:effect (and
(applied-siftDetector ?vr ?objT)
(containsObject ?vr ?objT) )
)

5. A shape detector which detects shapes from visual regions. As with the SIFT operator, the operator
works on visual regions, and requires that a representation for the shape be trained in advance.
(:action shapeDetector
:agent (?a - robot)
:parameters (?vr - visRegion ?shapeP - shapeProp )
:precondition (and
(trained-shapeDetector ?shapeP true)
(not (applied-shapeDetector ?vr ?shapeP) ) )
:replan
(containsShape ?vr ?shapeP)
:effect (and
(applied-shapeDetector ?vr ?shapeP)
(containsShape ?vr ?shapeP) )
)

6. Operators for detecting other properties of regions are also defined similarly, for instance operators for
colour, region size etc.
7. Zoom operator. It can be applied to any image region that produces an ambiguous response to a recognition process. The preconditions and effects are simple – in actual implementation the preconditions
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would also indicate the dependency on the object-recognition and/or shape-recognition routines.
(:action cameraZoom
:agent (?a - robot)
:parameters (?vr - visRegion)
:precondition (and
(applied-cameraZoom ?vr false) )
:effect (and
(applied-cameraZoom ?vr true) )
)

Next we show an example of applying some of these operators on a task.

6.3

Sample Planning Output

This section presents the results planning information processing and sensing actions in the visual space.
The tasks were run on a simulator that simulates the planning and the effects of running an operator. For
ease of understanding we assume that visual regions, obtained as a result of applying the colour segmentor,
are already available. We then define the planning task, starting with the domain:
(:types
;; Types for general variables...
agent boolean - object
human robot planning agent - agent
;; Define visual regions and their properties...
visRegion colourProp objectType shapeProp - object
)

The constants of the domain are defined as follows:
; ;; Constants involved in the domain...
(:constants
; ; ; Possible colour labels...
red blue green - colourProp
;;; Possible object types detectable by SIFT...
beaker mug jug - objectType
;;; Possible object types detectable by shape detector...
circle square rect - shapeProp
;;; Boolean values that variables can take...
true false - boolean
;;; Dummy agents to use for the operators...
mohan - robot
)

We then specify the initial conditions by defining a few (N = 3) visual regions (expected output of the vision
module after applying the colour segmentor):
(newDeclaration “vr000 , “visRegion00 )
(newDeclaration “vr100 , “visRegion00 )
(newDeclaration “vr200 , “visRegion00 )
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Let us assume that the known object types are beaker, mug, jug, and the known shapes are circle, square,
rectangle (though the likelihood of finding a circular beaker in the real world is low!). Let us also assume
that the goal is to find a circular mug, and let us assume that visual region vr1 is the one representing the
circular mug. The goal state is defined as:
goal − state ≡ (and(exists(?vr − visRegion)(and(containsObject?vrmug)(containsShape?vrcircle))))
The predicates used in the operators also need to be defined:
; ;; Definition of the predicates involved in the process...
(:predicates
;;; Colour property value of a particular visual region...
( colourProp-val ?vr - visRegion ?c - colourProp )
;;; Object property value, i.e. beaker, mug or jug...
( objectType-val ?vr - visRegion ?objT - objectType )
;;; Shape property value, i.e. circle, square or diamond...
( shapeProp-val ?vr - visRegion ?shapeP - shapeProp )
;;; Visual region’s properties to reflect the Sift’s application...
( applied-siftDetector ?vr - visRegion ?objT - objectType )
;;; Visual region’s properties to reflect shape detector’s application...
( applied-shapeDetector ?vr - visRegion ?shapeP - shapeProp )
;;; Predicates related to the effect of the operators...
( containsObject ?vr - visRegion ?objT - objectType )
( containsShape ?vr - visRegion ?shapeP - shapeProp )
)

Next, we define a few facts of the world, which form the initial state of the agent’s environment:
(trained-siftDetector Beaker true),(trained-siftDetector Mug true),(trained-siftDetector Jug true)
(trained-shapeDetector Circle true),(trained-shapeDetector Square true),(trained-shapeDetector Rect true)

The information is translated into the following internal representation of the current state:
Current state: [trained-siftDetector Beaker true, trained-siftDetector Mug true, trained-siftDetector Jug
true, trained-shapeDetector Circle true, trained-shapeDetector Square true, trained-shapeDetector Rect true]
The planning system then works backwards from the goal state and tries to achieve each of the two parts
of the goal state, i.e. (containsObject ?vr mug) and (containsShape ?vr circle). The steps in the planning
cycle are as follows. Note that the changes in state at each step are indicated in bold-face, and are shown
emphasized in subsequent steps.
1. The first valid step in the plan is to have a ’robot’ (named after one of the authors) perform a valid
action that leads towards the goal:
taking step: siftDetector mohan vr0 mug
2. Now when the state is observed (using the simulation that mimics the actual visual processing) and
the expected and observed information is fused, we end up with the state:
Current state: [applied-siftDetector vr0 mug, trained-siftDetector Beaker true, trained-siftDetector
Mug true, trained-siftDetector Jug true, trained-shapeDetector Circle true, trained-shapeDetector
Square true, trained-shapeDetector Rect true]
3. The next valid step in the plan is:
taking step: siftDetector mohan vr1 mug
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4. At this step the visual feedback (simulated) succeeds in finding the ’mug’ leading to the state:
Current state: [applied-siftDetector vr0 mug, applied-siftDetector vr1 mug, trained-siftDetector
Beaker true, trained-siftDetector Mug true, trained-siftDetector Jug true, trained-shapeDetector Circle
true, trained-shapeDetector Square true, trained-shapeDetector Rect true, containsObject vr1 mug]
5. Then, the plan moves to the next step where the target is to match the second part of the goal, i.e.
(containsShape ?vr circle), and the valid step of the plan is:
taking step: shapeDetector mohan vr1 circle
6. Note that since partial goal has been achieved, the plan is suitably focused on the appropriate visual
region. Now, the state of the system is:
Current state: [applied-siftDetector vr0 mug, applied-siftDetector vr1 mug, applied-shapeDetector
vr1 circle, trained-siftDetector Beaker true, trained-siftDetector Mug true, trained-siftDetector Jug
true, trained-shapeDetector Circle true, trained-shapeDetector Square true, trained-shapeDetector
Rect true, containsObject vr1 mug, containsShape vr1 circle]
7. At this point, both subgoals and hence the overall goal is satisfied and the plan terminates.
That provides one complete cycle of the plan. As an additional test, if we were to insert the fact obtained
in step 4, i.e. (containsObject vr1 mug) in the initial state, the system directly plans for finding the circular
shape (and finishes in one step!).

7

Related Work

In this section we look at a few representative samples of work done on planning asequence of operators
for visual processing. There is a significant body of work in the image processing community on planning
sequences of visual processing operations [6, 10, 22, 8, 7, 26]. This technology is also known as software
reuse, or program supervision. Often the goal is to enable scientists who are not image processing specialists
to use libraries of image processing algorithms. The high level goal is specified by the user. This is handed
to a classical AI planner which constructs a pipeline of image processing operations. The planners use
deterministic models of the effects of information processing: handling the pre-conditions and the effects of
the operators using propositions that are required to be true a priori, or are made true by the application
of the operator. Uncertainty is handled by evaluating the output images using hand-crafted evaluation
rules [8, 22, 26]. If the results are unsatisfactory execution monitoring detects this and the plan is repaired.
This either involves re-planning the type and sequence of operators or modification of the parameters used
in the operators [22, 26].
One problem which significant efforts have been made to address is the development of the representation
used for the action-models of the image processing operators. One approach is to use a modeling language
similar to STRIPS operators, where the the preconditions and effects of operators [21] are specified. This
approach differs from our proposed work in that the rules mainly decide on the legal sequences of image
processing operators, and whether the application of an operator should establish a certain proposition about
the image. There is typically little or no attempt to predict any detailed (non-determined) characteristics
of the output image, primarily because it is extremely difficult to estimate the likely output of an operator
in any more detail [8]. Another challenge is the need to create a domain specific set of rules for evaluating
the output image from each operator. The formation of these rules requires expert knowledge. Though our
current approach does require domain knowledge during its formulation, our aim is to model the high level
probabilistic effects of operators on the beliefs of the agent, and use the resulting probability distributions
as the basis for a more generic evaluation method.
Planning and program supervision have been used for the automation of image processing for astronomy [6, 22], and for bio-medical applications [8]. There has also been some work on perception for autonomous
object detection and avoidance in vehicles [25, 23] and on interpretation of 3D objects’ structure [15], but
extending program supervision beyond image processing to general computer vision has proven difficult.
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8

Conclusions

We have presented a framework for planning information processing and sensing actions for a cognitive robot
system. We have built our work on the existing continual planning framework, and modeled information
processing and sensing actions as action operators that can be provided as input to this planning scheme.
We have shown that the combined system is able to plan the execution of its operators such that the goal
state is achieved in an efficient manner. Though we have only described a simple example, the same scheme
can be extended to address several of the queries we would like the robot to be able to answer (Section 6.1).
The current planning framework enables us to build a clear model of what would be possible to accomplish
in the absence of noise, where the inputs (and outputs) are not probabilistic. But that fact that it does not
allow a probabilistic formulation of the actions and their effects is a significant drawback of the system. Since
the events are discrete, it is difficult to base the preconditions of an action on the probabilistic occurrence
of events. The results of an action too suffer from the same problem. But, in realistic settings, actions and
their outcomes are far from deterministic, and it is not always feasible to discretize the values of continuousvalued state variables. The problem is more pronounced while dealing with physical systems such as robots
that operate with noisy sensors and end-effectors. One future direction of research would be to modify the
underlying planning system so that it is based on a probabilistic formulation; we could for instance use
decision-theoretic planning [2, 4]. The decomposition of the available actions in terms of its preconditions
and effects is still valid – we would only have to change the manner in which these conditions are modeled.
Including such a probabilistic framework would make the system more robust and possibly allow us to answer
complex queries, for instance those that involve a highly cluttered scene.
Another challenge in the current formulation, which is true of a large number of planning approaches,
is that all the operators/actions have to be defined in advance, and this involves significant human effort in decomposing the actions into meaningful preconditions and effects. In addition, if the new operators/capabilities added to the system can influence the performance of existing operators, then all the
inter-dependencies may have to be manually resolved.
As mentioned in Section 2, the other alternative for choosing the best information processing and/or
sensing action (or sequence of actions) for achieving a goal, is to use learning. But as mentioned there, for a
reasonably complex scenario, it does not currently seem practical to attempt to learn the entire mapping from
the desired goals to the appropriate actions, without encoding a significant amount of domain knowledge into
the system. A reasonable approach would be introduce learning within the planning framework. We could
start with a small set of (essential) of domain knowledge encoded in the system, in the form of suitable action
operators with known preconditions and effects. But we could then let the robot learn from experiences and
modify/fine-tune these operators. Having a probabilistic framework would be a advantage here because we
could then encode confidences on the events and their effects, and modify the confidences with experience.
The robot/agent can use its experience (over trials) to modify these operators and/or add to the existing
operators to produce rules that adapt as the operating environment changes. It may also be possible for the
agent to selectively ’ask’ the human for feedback, when it is unable to resolve conflicts (some work is being
done in the language-based communication module in this direction). Ultimately we would like to provide
the robot system with cognitive competences that enable it to indulge in meaningful ’conversations’ with a
human observer, readily learning from inputs and responding to human queries and commands.
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